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1. KEY STATISTICS

LIBRARY RESOURCES

An e-preferred library with 27/4 access to its extensive electronic resources.

2,508,639 electronic books (open access titles included)
184,610 electronic journals (open access titles included)
2,323 online databases

58,192 print monographs/books
2,197 audiovisual materials

LIBRARY SEATING

1212 Seats in the library
193818 Library entries

RESEARCH SUPPORT

2,435 counter queries resolved
291 research queries resolved
2,960 patrons served

209 DocDel requests fulfilled.
(Requests for article, theses, chapters)
193 workshops conducted
7 units provided with OER support

12 online modules
17 infographics and how-to guides
80+ recorded lectures
2. NEW IN 2022

Online modules published in 2022:

- Publishing Strategies
- Academic Writing Module
- Australian Guide to Legal Citation 4th Edition (AGLC4)
- Journal Metrics
- Mum: Copyright for Academics

Special Collection developed in 2022:

- Indigenous Peoples of Malaysia Collection
- Southeast Asian Societies on Film Collection
The Library organised two major exhibitions in 2022 in tandem with the curation and development of two special collections.

### Indigenous Peoples of Malaysia (17 May - 27 May 2022)

This exhibition highlighted a selection of library resources and Monash research works related to Indigenous Peoples of Malaysia. Speakers were invited to deliver lunch hour talks where they shared their experiences and research passion. An archive of the exhibition can be accessed at [https://mumlib.com/indigenous_exhibition](https://mumlib.com/indigenous_exhibition).

### Southeast Asian Societies on Film (3 Oct - 15 Oct 2022)

The exhibition featured displays on relevant Monash research as well as a selection of SEA films at the library level 1 foyer during the exhibition. Film screenings also ran throughout the duration of the exhibition, some of which were accompanied by short talks by Monash film studies researchers. An archive of the exhibition can be accessed at [https://mumlib.com/SEAfilms_exhibition](https://mumlib.com/SEAfilms_exhibition).
In conjunction with Diversity and Inclusion week, the Library hosted a showcase of relevant Monash research in collaboration with the Diversity and Inclusion Committee.

Diversity and Inclusion Research Showcase (12 - 15 September, 2022)

The Library also offered exhibition spaces for displays of student work from the various Schools, available upon request.

Capture your Canopy (21 - 25 November, 2022)

World Day against the Death Penalty (8 - 14 October, 2022)
5. OUTREACH

Launch of Library Helpdesk

In October 2022, the MUM Library Helpdesk portal was officially launched to streamline the queries received by the library.

User Satisfaction Survey

In October 2022, a User Satisfaction Survey was carried out. Areas of improvement have been identified and action plans are being implemented.

Networking opportunities

Visiting Singapore libraries, September 2022
Libraries visited: NTU, SUTD, SMU, Yale-NUS College

Visiting Monash Australia Libraries
MUM staff members with Kaye Sullivan, Nov 2022

Visiting MUM Library
Hannah Fulton at MUM library, Nov 2022

Knowledge Sharing with other Malaysian University libraries

- Sunway library staff members joined MUM library Workshops on Scholarly Communication topics via Zoom.
- IIUM invited MUM library to speak at their Research Data Management webinar.
6. STAFF UPDATES

Staff who left in 2022:

- Cheong Pooi Wah
- Nur Suria Anies Binti Che Johan
- Esmael Yahya bin Mohamed Yusoff

Staff who moved up in 2022:

- Aiman Idzrin Bin Mohd Saiful Hazmy
- Noorazlan Bin Omar

New hires in 2022:

- Dharumanni Saidu Raman
- Wan Farah Wahida Binti Wan Hamid

Long Service Award recipients for 2022:

- Thamarai Rajah Rathenam (15 Years)
- Rusydi Ahmad (15 Years)